The oligomerisation of Rev on the Rev-response element (RRE) was studied MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Hills Road using a series of model substrates. Only a monomer of Rev is able to bind efficiently to a high affinity site that is flanked by perfect duplex RNA.
Introduction
All the structural proteins of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) are made from unspliced or partially spliced RNAs. The Rev protein stimulates the export from the nucleus of these intron-containing mRNAs (Emerman et al., 1989; Malim et al., 1990; Malim & Cullen, 1993; Fischer et al., 1994; Meyer & Malim, 1994; Bogerd et al., 1995; Stutz et al., 1995) . Each of the Rev-dependent mRNAs carry the Rev-response element (RRE; Rosen et al., 1988; Dayton et al., 1989; Malim et al., 1989a) , a complex RNA structural element that is bound by Rev (Daly et al., 1989; Zapp & Green, 1989; Cochrane et al., 1990; Heaphy et al., 1990; Malim et al., 1990) . The Rev-RRE complex displays a nuclear export signal, found on the surface of Rev, that permits both Rev shuttling and Rev-mediated export of RNA Fischer et al., 1994 Fischer et al., , 1995 Meyer & Malim, 1994; Stutz et al., 1995; Wen et al., 1995; Wolff et al., 1995) .
The RRE contains a series of stem-loop structures protruding from a long central stem, Stem I (Dayton et al., 1989 (Dayton et al., , 1992 Malim et al., 1989b; Mann et al., 1994) . Near the apex of Stem I is a high affinity binding site, which is recognised by a monomer of Rev protein with a K d 1 3 to 5 nM (Bartel et al., 1991; Heaphy et al., 1991; Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Tiley et al., 1992) . The high affinity site is a purine-rich bubble stabilised by non-WatsonCrick G·A and G·G base-pairs (Heaphy et al., 1991; Bartel et al., 1991; Iwai et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) . The non-Watson-Crick base-pairs, along with a bulged-out uridine nucleotide, open the major groove and permit the recognition of functional groups on the two base-pairs either side of the bulged region (Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) . In addition to the basespecific contacts, phosphate contacts are made around the bubble and up to six nucleotides away from the bubble, towards the apex of the stem-loop (Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) .
Mutational analysis of the RRE has shown that the high affinity site is necessary, but not sufficient, for Rev activity in vivo (Dayton et al., 1989 (Dayton et al., , 1992 Malim et al., 1989b Malim et al., , 1990 Olsen et al., 1990; Bartel et al., 1991; Huang et al., 1991; Holland et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994) . The binding of a Rev monomer to the high affinity site nucleates the co-operative oligomerisation of Rev protein along flanking RNA sites in Stem I (Heaphy et al., 1990 (Heaphy et al., , 1991 Mann et al., 1994) . Truncations of Stem I that do not affect the high affinity site reduce Rev responses by removing secondary binding sites, with the longest truncations producing the greatest losses of activity (Mann et al., 1994) . Similarly, mutations in the Rev protein that block oligomerisation produce an inactive protein Zapp et al., 1991) . These observations suggest that the RRE acts as a ''molecular rheostat'' designed to detect Rev levels during the early stages of the HIV growth cycle (Mann et al., 1994) .
Although a great deal is now known about the recognition of the high affinity site by Rev, little information is available about the equally important oligomerisation reaction. We had assumed originally that Rev oligomerisation was mediated primarily by protein-protein interactions and could take place on any duplex RNA flanking a high affinity binding site (Heaphy et al., 1991; Mann et al., 1994) . In the course of experiments with model RRE substrates designed to detect the binding of more than one Rev molecule, we found unexpectedly that substrates that contain a high affinity site flanked by a perfect duplex RNA could only bind a monomer of Rev. As described in this paper, addition of flexible regions of RNA structure to these substrates not only permits Rev oligomerisation to proceed efficiently but also controls the direction of Rev assembly.
Results

Model RNA substrates for the RRE
Model RNA substrates have been used extensively to study the sequence requirements for the binding of Rev to the high affinity site (Bartel et al., 1991; Cook et al., 1991; Heaphy et al., 1991; Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Tiley et al., 1992; Giver et al., 1993; Jensen et al., 1994 Jensen et al., , 1995 Pritchard et al., 1994) . In this paper, we have adopted a similar approach to determine whether monomer binding alone is sufficient to initiate Rev oligomerisation, or whether regions outside the high affinity site contribute to the Rev assembly reaction.
As shown in Figure 1 , model RNA substrates were constructed which mimicked the region of Stem I surrounding the high affinity binding site and the junctions of Stem IIc and Stems III, IV and V. The footprint of the Rev molecule on the high affinity site is known to cover around 11 bp (Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Tiley et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) , while the binding of each extra Rev covers an additional 6 to 8 bp of stem length (Mann et al., 1994) . In order to accommodate the binding of a second Rev monomer, the model studied contained a duplex length of 16 bp on one side of the high affinity site. The first sequence tested (RWZ1) contained a high affinity site flanked by perfect duplex RNA. All subsequent model RRE substrates were based on this sequence but contained additional disruptions of the duplex sequence including sites corresponding to the positions of Stem IIc, and Stems III, IV and V in the native RRE structure.
Efficient Rev oligomerisation requires a disruption of the double-stranded RNA stem flanking the high affinity site
The interaction between Rev and the model RRE substrates was investigated using gel retardation Figure 1 . Structure of the 351 nt wild-type Rev-response element (RRE-WT) and the model RNA substrates RWZ1, RWZ2 and RWZ6. Critical nucleotides forming the high affinity site are highlighted in this and subsequent Figures. The structures given are predicted to be the most stable by the RNA folding programme (Jaeger et al., 1989a,b; Zuker, 1989) . Watson-Crick base-pairs. In RWZ2, the stem is interrupted adjacent to the high affinity site by a UC bulge followed by a G·U base-pair. (b) Gel mobility shift assays of binding of Rev protein to RWZ1 and RWZ2 at protein RNA ratios of between 1 and 16. demonstrate that efficient assembly observed on RWZ2 was initiated at the high affinity site rather than at a second, independent Rev binding site. In RWZ3 and RWZ4, two base-pairs in the high affinity site were reversed (Figure 3(a) ). These mutations preserve the structure of the high affinity site, but remove functional groups necessary for Rev recognition (Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) . Neither RWZ3 nor RWZ4 formed any significant complexes with Rev even at an eightfold protein excess (Figure 3(b) ).
Two additional substrates, RWZ5 and RWZ6, were constructed to test whether the efficient oligomerisation could also take place when other disruptions were introduced into the stem flanking the high affinity site (Figure 4(a) ). In RWZ5, the UC sequence of the bulge is replaced by AA and the G·U base-pair was removed. In RWZ6, a 17 nucleotide insertion, consisting of a shortened form of Stem IIc from the wild-type RRE sequence, was introduced to create a three-way junction adjacent to the high affinity site (Figure 4(a) ). Rev oligomerised on both new substrates (Figure 4(b) ). Using RWZ5, the ratio of complex II to complex I was comparable to that seen using RWZ2, although the binding affinity appears to be somewhat weaker. The presence of the Stem IIc analogue in RWZ6 had a large influence on oligomerisation, allowing up to three Rev molecules to bind. Thus, three different sequences that disrupt the duplex adjacent to the high affinity site permit Rev oligomerisation.
The position of the Stem I disruption is critical for Rev oligomerisation
If the RRE requires dislocations for efficient Rev assembly, their position with respect to the high affinity site might be important. This hypothesis was investigated using three substrates in which the AA bulge was placed in different locations along the duplex stem ( Figure 5(a) ). RWZ7 has the disruption on the opposite strand of the duplex but the same distance from the high affinity site as RWZ5. RWZ8 has the AA bulge displaced two nucleotides further away than RWZ5. In RWZ9 this distance is further increased to 11 nucleotides.
The binding behaviour of RWZ7 was similar to that of RWZ5 ( Figure 5(b) ). Complex II was the main product throughout the concentration range, and complexes I and II were both present even at low Rev to RRE ratios. This indicates that a bulge, positioned on either strand of the duplex, is capable of assisting the binding of a second Rev. RWZ8 also formed complexes I and II but using this construct, complex I was always in excess over complex II. RWZ9 forms complex I almost exclusively, at all Rev concentrations studied. Therefore moving the bulge along the stem away from the high affinity site makes the binding of a second Rev less favourable, and the bulge is unable to positively influence Rev dimerisation when it is separated from the high affinity site by 11 bp or more.
assays (Heaphy et al., 1990; Cook et al., 1991; Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Tiley et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994; Pritchard et al., 1994) . As shown in Figure 2 (b), RWZ1 RNA binds primarily a Rev monomer at the high affinity site (complex I). Complexes II and III, which represent binding of one or two additional Rev molecules, are not observed until there is a least a fourfold excess of Rev. By contrast, in RWZ2, the addition of a small bulge of sequence UC immediately after the high affinity site, followed by a potential non-WatsonCrick G·U base-pair (Figure 2(a) ), produces a dramatic change in Rev binding behaviour (Figure 2(b) ). The main product in the gel-retardation assay is now complex II, the two-to-one complex.
Oligomerisation on RWZ2 appears highly co-operative since complex II accumulates at lower concentrations of Rev than complex I.
Control experiments were performed using substrates carrying defective high affinity sites to A second bulge in the duplex stem facilitates binding of a third Rev molecule As described above, addition of a small bulge in the duplex stem in place of Stem IIc promoted the efficient binding of a second Rev molecule adjacent to the high affinity site. Since three complexes are formed with RWZ6 or RWZ1 at a high excess of protein, it is clear that there is sufficient length of duplex to bind three Rev molecules, though this does not appear to be favoured. We therefore decided to test whether addition of a second bulge placed in the position of stems III, IV and V in the wild-type sequence could promote binding of a third Rev molecule ( Figure 6 ).
RWZ15 is based on RWZ5 but has a second additional AA bulge eight base-pairs away from the first bulge (Figure 6(a) ). In gel retardation assays, this RNA formed complex III preferentially under conditions where RWZ1 and RWZ2 form complexes I and II, respectively (Figure 6(b) ). Thus, it appears that the second bulge does promote binding of a third Rev molecule and this demonstrates the principle that successive flexible regions in the RRE facilitate the binding of successive Rev molecules.
Model for Rev oligomerisation on the RRE
Previous work has shown that binding of Rev to the RRE starts from the high affinity site with subsequent Rev molecules binding unidirectionally along the flanking RNA sequences in Stem I (Bartel et al., 1991; Heaphy et al., 1991; Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Tiley et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994) . Support for this idea comes from the observation that mutagenesis of the high affinity site not only suppresses Rev binding to the high affinity site, but also inhibits binding to flanking lower affinity sites (Iwai et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994) . Furthermore, nuclease protection experiments have shown that the neighbouring Rev molecules are in contact (Mann et al., 1994) .
The present work suggests that the binding of successive Rev molecules may well be co-operative. In order to obtain an estimate of the extent of such co-operativity, we have modelled the binding of Rev and RWZ9 each contain a duplex stem disrupted by a single-stranded AA bulge. RWZ7 is like RWZ5 except that the bulge is on the opposite strand of the duplex stem. In RWZ8 the bulge is on the same side as in RWZ5 but displaced three nucleotides further along the duplex, and in RWZ9 the bulge is positioned eight nucleotides further along the duplex, on the same side as RWZ7. (b) Gel-retardation assay of RWZ7, RWZ8 and RWZ9 with Rev protein at protein/RNA ratios of between 1 and 8. to the model RREs and estimated the best values of the dissociation constants (K d ) for each successive Rev binding ( Figure 7 ). The classical modelling of proteins binding to nucleic acid (McGhee & von Hippel, 1974) includes the effect of co-operative binding, but assumes random binding of the first molecule rather than binding to a specific site. It was therefore necessary to derive new equations to model Rev binding to the RRE (see Materials and Methods for details), although these are simpler than those of McGhee & von Hippel (1974) , since binding is always to a unique location at each step.
In the adopted model, each Rev molecule is assumed to bind to the complex formed by the earlier ones, interacting with both the last Rev and also the stem of the RRE protruding from the nucleoprotein complex. While the calculation can independently estimate each K d (K 1 , K 2 and K 3 ), it was also possible to obtain values for K 1 and K 2 from the fitting to simpler RRE variants. For example, the estimates of K 1 were within the estimated error of fitting irrespective of whether it was fitted for an RNA forming mainly complex I (e.g. RWZ1) or to the related RNA forming traces of complex I and mostly complex II (e.g. RWZ2). The observation that similar values obtained for K 1 are obtained from the analysis of either RRE sequence suggests that the binding of Rev molecules to the high affinity site is a primary event and that the binding behaviour of the first Rev molecule is not contains a high affinity site in a background of perfect duplex RNA. In RWZ2 the perfect duplex is disrupted by a single-stranded UC bulge followed by a G·U base-pair. RWZ15 has two AA bulges, one at the same position as the bulge in RWZ2 and one which is seven nucleotides further along the stem. (b) Gel-retardation assay of RWZ1, RWZ2 and RWZ15 with Rev protein at protein/RNA ratios of between 1 and 8. affected by the possible binding of subsequent molecules. In order to obtain as accurate values as possible, we usually used the value from a simpler RRE structure, since this often gave a more reliable fit than attempting to fit this together with all the higher K values onto the limited data available. Thus, taking the value from the fit to RWZ1 resulted in a smaller error of fit for K 2 to the data for RWZ2, etc. In the cases where the structure of the RRE was altered significantly (RWZ8, 9 and 15), K d values for the addition of Rev monomers differed significantly and these were each taken from a single fitting calculation.
Examples of the fitting to the data are shown in Figure 8 , for the simple high affinity site in a smooth stem (RWZ1), with an additional UC bulge two base-pairs from the bubble of the high affinity site (RWZ2) and with the Stem IIc sequence positioned as in the wild-type RRE (RWZ6). RWZ1 and 2 essentially bind only up to two Rev molecules, to form the Rev-dimer complex, while RWZ6 binds a third Rev and forms a Rev-trimer complex.
Using the gel-retardation assays we were able to obtain accurate estimates of the free and bound RNA levels, since virtually all the RNA present in the binding reaction entered the gels. The Figures shown in this paper include the origins, but the position of the origin is not always apparent since very few counts are retained at the top of the the total unbound Rev concentration in the reaction does not provide a reliable estimate of the free Rev monomer that is available for binding. Thus, all the calculated values of K d become too large by the factor to which the free protein is overestimated. However, there will only be a small effect upon the K d ratios that we have calculated and we have therefore focused on these values for our analysis of Rev co-operativity (Table 1) .
Co-operative oligomerisation of Rev on the RRE
The effect of the disruption of a perfect RNA duplex on the co-operativity of the Rev-Rev interaction during oligomerisation can be estimated from the variation in the K d for each successive Rev addition onto the various model RREs used in this work. In Table 1 ratios of the K d values are shown compared to the binding of Rev to the high affinity site on the RRE (i.e. K 1 ). Due to the specificity of binding at this site, the contribution from the interaction of the later Rev molecules with the RNA will be lower than that for the first Rev. The best estimate for the magnitude of this effect comes from the comparison of specific and non-specific Rev binding (Heaphy et al., 1991) , where a difference of 020-fold was obtained. In the absence of any direct Rev-Rev interaction, the ratio K 2 /K 1 would therefore be 020 for any non-specific RNA, which we take to most closely approximate to the smooth double-stranded stem (as in RWZ1). In practice, this ratio is found to be 4.40 for RWZ1, corresponding to a co-operativity factor (v) of 4.5 due to the Rev interaction with the first Rev bound to the high affinity site. This would correspond to a free energy of −0.9 kcal/mol due to this interaction.
gel. However, it is much more difficult to obtain accurate estimates for the concentration of free protein, P f . In the current experimental design, 35 S-labelled RRE variants of comparatively low specific activity were used. It was therefore necessary to use relatively high concentrations (e25 nM) to obtain sufficient label for autoradiography as well as comparatively high Rev concentrations to give an excess of protein. Under these conditions, Rev aggregation is significant and taking
The co-operativity factors in the binding of the second and, in the case of RWZ6 and RWZ15 binding the third Rev molecules, to the other RRE variants have been calculated in the same manner and are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 also shows the difference in co-operativity compared to the second Rev on RWZ1 (Dv) and the difference in free energy for binding of the Rev to the RNA due to the structural changes from the smooth stem (DDG) . Each of the bulges tested contributed an increased co-operativity, in the range from 6.5 to 30-fold, provided it was located between two and five base-pairs from the high affinity site (RWZ2, 5, 7 and 8). This corresponds to a favourable binding energy in the range between −1.1 and −2 kcal/mol due to the easier distortion of the RNA stem. There is some sequence preference within the bulged residues, with the UC bulge giving about twice the co-operativity of any of the AA bulges, but it is not known whether this is due to some direct protein-base interactions or simply to different ease of distortion of the different bulged RNAs. By contrast, moving the bulge out to 11 base-pairs from the high affinity site (and on to the other side of the helix; RWZ9) lowered the co-operativity (by 0.3), corresponding to a lowering of the favourable binding energy by about + 0.7 kcal/mol.
Formation of complex III, by the binding of a third Rev molecule, on the model RRE containing two AA bulges (RWZ15), shows that the favourable cooperativity due to an appropriately located bulge extends out away from the high affinity site. Addition of the third Rev shows a difference in co-operativity of 23-fold, corresponding to an increased binding energy of about −1.8 kcal/mol, compared to a smooth stem, i.e. changes in both co-operativity and binding energy within the range already seen for a favourably located bulge. No attempt has been made to optimise the location of the second disruption to the stem and it might be possible to obtain even better binding if this were done.
Particularly interesting is the effect of the addition of a stem modelled on the authentic Stem IIC of the RRE into its normal position (i.e. with the bulge and lower part of the stem in the location where the UC and AA bulges were inserted; RWZ6). This shows only about a tenfold increase in co-operativity over the smooth stem (an additional binding energy of −1.4 kcal/mol), compared to 12 to 30-fold with the smaller bulges. It therefore appears that the additional stems found in the natural RRE are suboptimal for co-operative addition of Rev, but rather allow elongation in a less efficient fashion than could be obtained. This may be very important for the function of the RRE as a ''molecular rheostat'' (Mann et al., 1994) since it will allow a graded response to increasing Rev concentration, rather than an all-or-nothing ''switch'' which a highly co-operative system would be expected to produce (see Discussion).
Binding of the third Rev to the smooth stem of RWZ6 lying beyond the site of the Stem-IIC analogue is very similar to the binding of the second Rev to the smooth stem beside the high affinity site, with an increased co-operativity of only 02.9. It therefore appears that Stem IIC mostly has a direct effect on the Rev adding immediately beside its junction with Stem I and little continuing effect distributed further along Stem I.
Bidirectional Rev assembly
Chemical probing and nuclease protection experiments indicate that the Rev protein binds asymmetrically to the high affinity site (Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Tiley et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) and oligomerises in a single direction along Stem I of the wild-type RRE (Mann et al., 1994) . If the direction of assembly is determined primarily by protein-protein interactions then it would be specified by the orientation of the Rev bound at the high affinity site. Alternatively, assembly could be permitted in either direction from the high affinity site with the structure of the flanking RNA creating the polar pattern of assembly. Experiments to distinguish between these possibilities were designed using model RREs and are shown in Figures 9 and 10. RWZ10 contains a high affinity site sequence in reverse orientation compared to the site in RWZ1. In RWZ11, the high affinity site is displaced along the duplex and is in the reverse orientation. RWZ12 also has the high affinity site displaced along the duplex but in the wild-type orientation (Figure 9(a) ). RWZ10 formed complex I as the major product, with an affinity similar to RWZ1 (Figure 9(b) ). Even at protein to RNA ratios of 16:1, there was no evidence of a second or third Rev molecule binding to RWZ10. Both the RWZ11 and RWZ12 substrates formed complex I as the major product but at high Rev concentrations, RWZ11 also formed small amounts of complexes II and III. Thus, the ability to bind a Rev monomer is not affected by reversing the high affinity site.
Inefficient Rev oligomerisation was obtained using the RWZ1, 10, 11 and 12 substrates because they carried perfect duplex RNA flanking the high affinity site. To determine whether Rev could assemble in the reverse direction under more favourable conditions, disruptions were placed adjacent to the inverted high affinity sites (Figure 10(a) ). RWZ13 contains the UC bulge placed adjacent to a reversed high affinity site, while RWZ14 contains the Stem IIc insertion adjacent to a reversed high affinity site. As shown in Figure 10(b) , the assembly behaviour of RWZ13 and RWZ14 is comparable to that of RWZ2 and RWZ6, which carry normal high affinity sites together with the same disruptions. RWZ2 and RWZ13 both formed complex II, and RWZ6 and RWZ14 both formed complexes II and III. However, RWZ13 appears to bind Rev with a lower affinity but higher co-operativity (ratio of complex II to complex I) than RWZ2. RWZ14 also showed reduced affinity for Rev and formed only small amounts of complex III, Figure 9 . Effect of the orientation of the high affinity site on Rev oligomerisation. (a) Sequences and secondary structures of model RRE constructs RWZ1, RWZ10, RWZ11 and RWZ12. In RWZ10, the high affinity site is inverted compared to RWZ1. In RWZ11 and RWZ12 the high affinity site is displaced 12 nucleotides along the duplex stem and inserted in either orientation. The arrows indicate the direction of Rev assembly on the wild-type RRE. (b) Gel-retardation assay of RWZ1, RWZ10, RWZ11 and RWZ12 with Rev protein at protein/RNA ratios of between 1 and 16. compared to RWZ6. Although the dislocations have slightly different influences on assembly, depending on which side of the high affinity site they are situated, the results demonstrate clearly that the presence of a bulge directs Rev assembly and can do so when placed either upstream or downstream from the high affinity site.
Discussion
Helix disruptions promote efficient Rev assembly on the RRE
The requirement for Rev to oligomerise has been substantially documented (Heaphy et al., 1990 (Heaphy et al., , 1991 ; Figure 10 . The position of a flexible sequence element determines the direction of Rev oligomerisation. (a) Sequences and secondary structures of the model RRE constructs RWZ2, RWZ13, RWZ6 and RWZ14. RWZ2 contains a duplex stem disrupted by a single-stranded UC bulge followed by a G·U base-pair. In RWZ6 the duplex stem is disrupted by a three-way junction formed by the insertion of a sequence derived from Stem IIc. RWZ13 and RWZ14 are similar to RWZ2 and RWZ6, respectively, except that the high affinity site is inverted. The arrows indicate the direction of Rev assembly on the wild-type RRE. (b) Gel-retardation assay of RWZ2, RWZ6, RWZ13 and RWZ14 with Rev protein at protein/RNA ratios of between 1 and 8. Note that oligomerisation always occurs in the direction of the disruption in the duplex stem but the efficiency is influenced by the orientation of the high affinity site. Zapp et al., 1991; Mann et al., 1994) , but no previous investigation has presented a link between oligomerisation and the structure of the RRE. We have found that only a monomer of Rev is able to bind efficiently to a high affinity site that is flanked by duplex RNA. Addition of a bulge adjacent to the high affinity site permits the efficient incorporation of a second Rev molecule to the RNA. Three different bulge sequences were able to promote Rev oligomerisation, two dinucleotide insertions and a larger sequence similar to Stem IIc from the wild-type RRE.
In the native RRE the three-way junction with Stem IIc probably corresponds to a junction between Rev binding sites. The distance between this site and the first dislocation appears crucial to the formation of protein-protein contacts. Oligomerisation suffered only slightly when a bulge was moved to the opposite strand of the duplex but was severely impaired when the distance from the high affinity site was increased. Hence a bulge, which mimics the three-way junction, may function in a strand-independent manner but only within a ''window'' of effective distance from the high affinity site.
The role of bulges in RNA structure has been investigated by NMR spectroscopy, gel-electrophoresis and other physical methods. The principle effect of bulged nucleotides is to introduce a flexible bend in the helix and/or to produce a local distortion opening the major groove (Weeks & Crothers, 1991; Puglisi et al., 1992; Battiste et al., 1994; Peterson et al., 1994, and unpublished results; Aboul-ela et al., 1995) . Rev binding at the high affinity site is dependent upon the presence of bulged residues to allow access to functional groups in the adjacent, widened major groove (Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) . The Rev protein also makes phosphate contacts with bulged nucleotides at the high affinity site as well as with base-paired nucleotides further away (Kjems et al., 1992; Pritchard et al., 1994) .
Compared to binding at the high affinity site, RNA binding during the oligomerisation process is not sequence-specific and involves RNA-protein interactions of lower overall affinity. Hence it probably involves phosphate contacts that are similar to those seen at the high affinity site but with the base-specific contacts absent. The data presented here suggest that oligomerisation requires an RNA template with a sufficiently flexible phosphate backbone to permit Rev to make both protein-protein contacts and also the appropriate protein-RNA contacts. Since the energetics of the Rev-Rev interactions are similar for each additional Rev molecule, the extra binding energy allowed by the distortable RNA structure is likely to be derived from a better fit of the Rev molecule onto the RNA. This is consistent with the observation that changes in the sequence of the bulge and small changes in its location have little effect upon the binding energy. Thus, it seems likely that the binding of subsequent Rev molecules causes some bending in the path of the RNA double helix and that the flexibility resulting from a bulge accommodates this bend more easily than a perfect duplex.
Consistent with this hypothesis, there is evidence that Rev binding induces a subtle conformational change in the RNA structure. NMR data suggests that the purine·purine base-pairs in the bulge of the high affinity site are stabilised by Rev binding (Battiste et al., 1994; Peterson et al., 1994, and unpublished results) . The binding of Rev multimers to the RRE leads to an enhanced reactivity to single-strand specific, chemical modification reagents at positions opposite Stem IIc, one to six nucleotides further away in the duplex, and at some more distant positions (Kjems et al., 1991 (Kjems et al., , 1992 Zapp et al., 1993) .
The control of the direction of Rev oligomerisation on the RRE
Footprinting studies have demonstrated that Rev oligomerisation occurs in only a single direction along the RRE from the high affinity site (Mann et al., 1994) . The experiments presented here demonstrate that the direction of assembly is determined by the structure of the RRE, rather than being an intrinsic property of the Rev protein. On a substrate carrying a high affinity site flanked by a perfect duplex, little oligomerisation occurs and Rev does not bind ''upstream'' of the high affinity site even when presented with sufficient length of duplex. By contrast, when the duplex is disrupted by a bulge or stem, oligomerisation is more efficient and proceeds in the direction of the bulge or stem, regardless of the orientation of the high affinity site. Since the interaction between Rev and the high affinity site involves base-specific contacts, the orientation of the initial monomer binding event is fixed by the RNA sequence. Thus, our results imply that Rev can oligomerise at either end of an already formed RNA-protein complex. The effect of flanking RNA structure on the direction of assembly clearly dominates over the weak, high affinity site-mediated directionality seen on perfect duplex RNA.
Binding of multiple Rev molecules to the RRE element is required for an in vivo response
Earlier studies have shown that the binding of a monomer Rev to the high affinity site found in the RRE is insufficient to promote an efficient in vivo response to Rev (Dayton et al., 1989 (Dayton et al., , 1992 Malim et al., 1989b Malim et al., , 1990 Olsen et al., 1990; Bartel et al., 1991; Huang et al., 1991; Holland et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994) . There are several possible reasons why oligomerisation could be essential for the activity of Rev including: (1) a structural feature present on the oligomeric complex is recognised by the cellular factors mediating Rev-dependent RNA export; (2) oligomerisation enhances the stability of the Rev-RRE complex; or (3) the effect of multiple copies of Rev on RNA export is simply additive. To distinguish between some of these possibilities, Kjems & Sharp (1993) introduced tandem isolated Rev binding sites into reporter constructs. They found that addition of extra Rev binding sites enhanced the Rev response in vivo in a graded fashion and interpreted their results to mean that Rev effects are simply additive. However, it remains to be determined whether the tandem repeats of the RRE high affinity sequence used in these constructs remained folded as multiple distinct structures. When we investigated the likely folding of a number of the RNA constructs, previously reported by Kjems & Sharp (1993) to give enhanced Rev responses, we found that in all cases they are capable of folding to give long, imperfectly double-stranded helices. For those based upon the RRE high affinity site without mutation these folded structures contain a reformed high affinity site in the reverse orientation with respect to the elongated stem. As shown here, a sequence of this type will permit Rev oligomerisation. Similarly, Huang et al. (1991) reported that a construct containing a minimal RRE high affinity site is active in vivo. Their construct contained not only the high affinity site, but also Stem IIc and a short stem of perfect duplex RNA. This minimal element is thus nearly identical to our construct RWZ6, which we found to form complexes I, II and III, even with only a two to fourfold excess of Rev. Combining our present results on co-operativity with the observations of Mann et al. (1994) of the requirement for a minimum stem length, capable of binding several Rev molecules, we conclude that the key requirement of a functional RRE is to bind a number of Rev molecules. Activity can first be detected after three molecules of Rev are bound, and this increases progressively with the addition of extra Rev monomers until eight or more molecules are bound.
Design of the viral RRE
Our studies of Rev binding to model RRE constructs provide important new clues about the nature of the viral element. The results make it clear that Stem IIc and Stems III/IV and V, which are not themselves binding sites for Rev (Mann et al., 1994) , play an essential role by specifically altering the RNA structure, to allow effective protein-protein contacts when Rev assembles along Stem I. Stem IIc also appears to ensure the direction of Rev assembly, through its role in assisting oligomerisation.
The wild-type RRE sequence is not optimal for maximal, co-operative Rev oligomerisation; model substrates carrying bulges in place of Stem IIc actually bind Rev with a higher degree of cooperativity than the native structure. However, the low sequence specificity we observe for features allowing a high co-operativity shows that the native RRE could have evolved higher co-operativity and still maintained the env gene coding sequence (and possibly additional functions) if this had been advantageous for the virus growth. Why has HIV evolved an RRE sequence with less than ideal binding characteristics for Rev? When co-operativity is low and Rev concentrations are limiting, Rev molecules will tend to distribute evenly between a large number of RRE templates. By contrast, when cooperativity is high and Rev concentrations are limiting, a small number of templates from within the pool will become coated along the entire length of the RRE. The viral RRE represents an intermediate situation and shows moderate co-operativity for Rev binding. Since more than six Rev molecules must bind to the RRE before a maximal Rev response is obtained (Mann et al., 1994) , this means that at low Rev concentrations there will be no response. At intermediate Rev concentrations there will be a measurable Rev response above a certain concentration threshold, and a graded response as Rev concentrations increase. By contrast, a highly co-operative system would result in complete assembly upon the first RRE molecules to interact with Rev, thus allowing a steady leakage of templates from the nucleus at even the lowest Rev concentrations (an effect similar to that of responding to only a single Rev binding). Thus, it is the limited co-operativity of the Rev assembly reaction that permits the HIV-1 RRE to function as a ''rheostat'' rather than an ''on-off switch'' and permits sensitive measurements of intracellular Rev concentrations during virus growth.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of Rev protein
A chemically synthesized Rev gene carrying the sequence from the HIV-1BRU (Heaphy et al., 1990) was cloned in to a phage T7 expression vector (Tabor & Richardson, 1985) between the NdeI and HindIII restriction sites. The resulting plasmid, pT7-Rev, was transformed in to Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3). Cells were grown in 2 × TY medium at 37°C to A600 = 0.8 then expression of the Rev protein was induced with 0.4 mM IPTG. Incubation was continued for one hour then cells were concentrated by centrifugation. The expressed Rev protein was in the E. coli soluble fraction. Purification required cell lysis then ion-exchange (Q-Sepharose) and affinity (Heparin-Sepharose) chromatography. Protein was stored at up to 2 mg/ml in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 2 M NaCl in liquid nitrogen.
The protein was analysed by mass spectrometry and found to be homogeneous and unmodified apart from the removal of the N-terminal methionine. The experimentally measured mass of the Rev protein agreed with the predicted mass to within 0.5 atomic mass unit. The protein could be denatured in 8 M urea and refolded with little effect on binding behaviour. The binding behaviour of each batch was assayed by gel-retardation under standard conditions using a synthetic oligoribonucleotide corresponding to the high affinity Rev binding site of the RRE, and found to be essentially constant between preparations.
Transcription reactions
RNA substrates for gel retardation assays were prepared by transcription using T7 RNA polymerase (Krupp, 1988 ). Short, model RRE substrates were transcribed directly from synthetic oligodeoxyribonucleotides containing the T7 RNA polymerase promoter sequence (Martin & Coleman, 1987) . The DNA sequence corresponding to the reverse complement of the desired RNA sequence followed by the 17 nt, T7 promoter was synthesised. All designed RNA sequences began with GGCAG as this was found to transcribe efficiently. This ''template'' strand was mixed with ''top'' strand, consisting of the T7 promoter sequence alone (TAAT-ACGACTCACTATAG), each DNA being present at 0.4 mM in 50 ml of reaction buffer. The reaction buffer contained 50 mM MgCl2, 80 mg/ml polyethylene glycol (8000 molecular weight), 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.1), 1 mM spermidine (Calbiochem), 5 mM DTT, 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100, 10 U RNasin, 2 mM ATP, 2 mM GTP, 2 mM CTP, 80 mM UTP and 40 mCi uridine-5'-[a-
35 S]-thio-triphosphate. Otherwise the reaction was exactly as described above.
The transcription reaction mixes were incubated at 37°C for 1.5 hours then stopped by addition of DNase I (RNase free) (HT Biotechnology). Incubation was continued for five minutes then 50 ml of denaturing gel loading dyes (95% (v/v) formamide, 20 mM EDTA, 0.05% (w/v) bromophenol blue, 0.05% (w/v) xylene cyanol) were added. Samples were placed in a boiling water bath for one minute then fractionated on 6% (w/v) polyacrylamide/8 M urea, 1 × TBE gels. The RNA band was located by autoradiography and eluted by crushing the gel slice and soaking in a solution of 0.5 M sodium acetate and 0.1% (w/v) SDS. The eluted RNA was passed through a 0.2 mm filter, desalted using a Sephadex G50 resin in a spin column (Costar) then ethanol precipitated. The pellet was washed with 80% (v/v) ethanol, then dissolved in sterile TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA). Immediately before use in binding reactions, transcripts were refolded by heating to 90°C followed by slow cooling. Secondary structure of all transcripts was predicted using the RNA folding programme of Zuker (Jaeger et al., 1989a,b; Zuker, 1989) .
Gel-retardation assays
Binding reactions (10 ml) contained 0.25 pmol 35 Slabelled RNA (25 nM) or 0.05 pmol 32 P-labelled RNA (5 nM), up to 4 pmol (400 nM) Rev protein in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 0.5% Triton X-100. Protein was serially diluted, in 200 mM NaCl, immediately before use, then a constant volume of each dilution added to successive RNA-containing samples. This was to minimise the effects of Rev aggregation. After incubation on ice for five minutes in siliconised microtitre plates (Falcon), 4 ml of loading buffer (0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% xylene cyanol, 40% (w/v) sucrose) was added. The complexes were then applied to 4% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels (acrylamide/bis-acrylamide, 20:1 (w/w)) containing 0.5 × TBE buffer (23 mM Tris base, 23 mM boric acid, 5 mM EDTA (pH 8.3)). The gels were pre-run for one hour before samples (4 ml) were loaded. Electrophoresis was performed without buffer recirculation. Gels were dried under vacuum and products were visualised by autoradiography. Densitometry of autoradiograms was performed using the programme ImageQuant on a Molecular Dynamics Computing Densitometer model 300A.
Data analysis
The model for Rev interaction with the RRE is outlined in Figure 7 . The model assumes that initially a Rev monomer binds to the high affinity site and that subsequent Rev molecules bind unidirectionally along the flanking RNA sequences. Hence: where Rt is the total concentration of RNA, Rf the concentration of the free RNA, RP1 the concentration of the Rev monomer complex with RNA, RP2 the concentration of the Rev-dimer complex with RNA etc.; and Pt is the total concentration of protein and Pf the concentration of free protein.
From these, after reduction of the terms, the equations for the monomer-dimer complex formation become:
while those for the monomer-dimer-trimer complex formation become:
etc.
These equations were used to estimate the values of K1, etc. by non-linear regression fitting to the data, using the program ProFit (Cherwell Scientific Publishing Ltd, Oxford, UK) and estimating errors of approximately 10% of the value (or 0.2 nM, if this is greater) to allow reasonable simultaneous fitting of the data for different complexes, which are present over a wide range of absolute values in any given experimental series. Graphs of the data were also plotted, and the curves corresponding to the estimated dissociation constants drawn, with the same program.
Values for the concentrations of free RNA and the various complexes were estimated from the normalised ratios of counts in the various bands in the gels, taken from the programme ImageQuant, and the total RNA concentration taken for each experiment. The free protein (Pf) values were estimated from the total protein added for each lane and the amount which was calculated to be bound into each complex in that lane.
